Day 3 Programme
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Time

Topic

08:30 –
09:00
09:00 –
11:00

Module 6: Communities of Practice; Social network analysis; exercises

11:00 –
12:00

Module 7: KM & Leadership; KM Champion roles; knowledge café

12:00 –
12:30
13:15 –
16:30

: Conducting a KM audit – Introduction; knowledge café
Tea/coffee breaks: 10:15 – 10:30; 14:30 – 14:45; Lunch: 12:30 -13:15

DAY
THREE

Session 6
Communities of Practice

Communities of Practice (CoP’s)
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Communities of practice are groups of people who
share a passion for something that they know how
to do and who interact regularly to learn how to do
it better (Wenger)
In our (eThekwini) context: Work-related & not
social

Three essential components of CoP’s
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1. Domain: the definition of the area of shared inquiry
& of the key issues
2. Community: the relationships among members and
the sense of belonging
3. Practice: the body of knowledge, methods, stories,
cases, tools, documents being applied
In combination, these three elements constitute a
COP – only when they are developed in parallel do
we cultivate a CoP

Wenger’s

CoP Model
Sponsor
ship

Domain

Community

Learning
together

Support
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Practice

Main aspects of COP’s: Wenger
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Communities of practice manage their knowledge - If you
had enough knowledge you would not need them
They are essentially self-organizing: should not be to micromanaged / over organized
Organisation-wide communities make learning available to
all concerned - learning from various locations within &
beyond the organization synthesized & integrated,
organized / encoded & distributed
Executive sponsorship NB
Valuable because they help with:
 driving strategy; problem solving; development of
professional skills; transfer of best practice; starting new
services, etc.
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CoP’s contribution to Organisational
Knowledge (Zarroga & Garcia-Falcon)

Creation,
transfer &
Exploitation of integration
of
accumulated
knowledge
Shared
mass of
in work
organisational knowledge
teams
context
Community of
Practice
Individual
knowledge

Organisational
knowledge

RELEVANCE OF COPs (Wenger)
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Short-Term Value

Long-Term Value

Members
• help with challenges
• access to expertise
• confidence
• fun with colleagues
• meaningful work

Members
• skill development
• reputation
• professional identity
• networking
• marketability

Organisation
•
problems solved quickly
•
time saving
•
knowledge sharing
•
synergies across units
•
reuse of resources

Organisation
• helps drive strategy
• transfer of best practice
• keeping abreast
• innovation
• retention of talents

A successful COP? (Wenger)
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Community factors
•Domain that energizes a
core group
•Skillful and reputable
coordinator
•Involvement of experts
•Meeting practice
requirements
•Right rhythm and mix of
activities

Organisation factors
•Strategic relevance of
domain
•Visible management
sponsorship, but without
micro-management
•Interplay of formal and
informal structures
•Adequate resources
•Consistent attitude

Setting up a CoP? Wenger
15

Start
Educate

Support

Set strategic
context
Integrate

Encourage

Starting the CoP process cont.
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Start to cultivate communities of practice as early as possible –
this creates early examples that show the benefits







Have a few pilot communities going as soon as possible
Find communities to start with by identifying areas where there is
potential & readiness
Interview some prospective members to understand issues, start
discussing a community, & identify potential leaders
Gather a core group to prepare and initiate a launch process
Help members organise an initial series of value-adding activities
Encourage them to take increasing responsibility for stewarding
their knowledge

Starting-up actions (Wenger)
Educate

People need to
understand their
relevance to the
work situation
Educate by
communicating
the message &
value, how they
evolve & what
their functions
are
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Support

Encourage

Integrate

They need lighthanded
guidance &
infra-structure
support

Participants
constantly need
to be motivated
to continue with
process

Identify
assistance
required &
provide infrastructure – ICTs
- need not be
sophisticated

Find sponsors
to promote
participation,
show
appreciation &
publicize
successes

Create
Structures to
integrate COPs
& still respect
their root in
personal
passion &
engagement
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Create the
organisational
culture to
accommodate
them & remove
barriers

Example of a Virtual COP
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Griffith & Sawyer
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Session 7
ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES & SKILLS OF
KNOWLEDGE WORKERS AND KM
CHAMPIONS

“Knowledge workers” & “Gatekeepers”
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“Knowledge worker”: person whose job content contains a large proportion of
work where the person has to generate, use & apply information & knowledge
A “gatekeeper” : knowledge worker who sources & absorbs external
knowledge & “translates” & diffuses it internally to co-workers – they act as
“knowledge brokers” & tend to support organisational knowledge development,
sharing & innovation
Typically members of various formal & informal knowledge sharing networks
Their communication activities typically span departmental or even
organisational boundaries
Increasingly organisations are realising the value of their “gate keepers” & are
formalising their roles as “ knowledge champions” with specified job criteria &
outcomes

Gate Keepers in Organisations

External relations
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High

External oriented

Gatekeeper

Inactive

Internally oriented

Low

Internal relations

High

The Roles of Gatekeepers / Boundary
Spanners in Organisations


They fulfil a key role in knowledge creation, transfer &
knowledge renewal in their organisations, as well as between
their organisations & external stakeholders



The story of Bob



General Discussion:



Reflect on the roles & management of boundary spanners in your
organisation – positives and negatives
What could/should your organisation do from a KM perspective to
capitalise on the knowledge contributions of boundary spanners?
Does your organisation have strategies in place?

Knowledge Management
Champions
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Public & private sector organisations are increasingly
recognising the value of their gatekeepers/knowledge
brokers & are formalising their roles as “knowledge
champions” to support other knowledge workers in their
respective units/divisions
A KM champion is thus a knowledge worker in an
organisation who has been identified to fulfil particular KM
functions & tasks on behalf of his/her department or division
on a part-time or fulltime basis
KM champions usually have dual roles - members of KM
team & in their operating divisions
KM champions are selected for their innate ability to act as
“gate keepers”, “boundary spanners” & “networkers”

Innovation Champions








An innovation champion is an individual (or
team) who promotes, encourages, prods,
supports or drives innovation in their
organisation
They find creative thinkers and encourage them
to think and work in new ways
They encourage a working environment in which
sharing and developing new ideas is the norm
They build collaboration and the trust upon which
collaboration flourish
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Thumbnail Case Studies of Formal and
Informal KM Champion Roles
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Blue collar and clerical workers are
empowered to become KM champions
Municipal gardeners
British hotel staff
Nissan assembly teams

Knowledge Champions Facilitate KM
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Organisational Innovators:
Acquire new knowledge from sources
outside the organisation

Opinion Leaders:
Use KM Champions to facilitate
knowledge sharing & organisational
memory by working with opinion
leaders to codify & institutionalise new
knowledge

KM Champions
Organisational memory:
Use KM Champions to create & update
directories for appropriate Knowledge
Centres

Users:
Use KM Champions to facilitate
knowledge sharing & organisational
memory by identifying & satisfying the
knowledge needs, wants, &
expectations of organisational users

Source: Jones, N B et al, Journal of Knowledge
Information & Management, 7(1) 2003

KM Championship Roles: ASK
Framework for KM Champions
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•Advocacy – spreading the
KM message
•Support – acting as local
departmental representatives
for KM initiatives
•Knowledge Brokering –
linking their departmental
colleagues to knowledge and
information resources outside
their immediate context

Advocacy

Support

Source: Straits Knowledge
2006

Knowledge
brokering

Typical Activities of Knowledge
Champions (Source: Straits Knowledge)
Advocacy










Communicate KM messages from central KM
team
Encourage knowledge sharing & learning
behaviours verbally & by example
Lead KM awareness sessions, including KM
briefings at department orientations
Be a reference point for clarification &
explanation of KM matters
Gather and communicate feedback from
colleagues to central KM team, collect stories
about KM impact from within their
department

Support










Act as KM activity liaison officer between
central KM team & department manager &
colleagues
Play a role in KM projects at department level,
coordinate & delegate KM activities, coach
colleagues in KM-related duties
Provide feedback on usefulness/impact of KM
initiatives at department level
Provide ideas & suggestions for new initiatives
or improvements to KM services & tools
Represent department in KM initiatives
planning & review, &/or KM needs analysis

Knowledge Brokering
 Facilitate knowledge sharing, learning &
capturing sessions e.g. AARs
 Network, mentor and support

 Identify knowledge needs
 Respond to requests for assistance
 Point colleagues to relevant resources or
colleagues
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Attributes of Successful KM Champions
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Advocacy

Positive energetic
outlook; can-do spirit;
big picture awareness

Support

Outcome-oriented;
drive, patience,
persistence;
improvement
oriented

Knowledge
brokering

Alert to helping
opportunities;
information needs
awareness;
sociable
Source: Straits Knowledge
2006

People leveraging KM – Everyone in
organisation & specifically
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KM Team
Knowledge Management
Unit
Knowledge
Champions/
Brokers

Communities
of Practice

Knowledge
Manager
Knowledge
workers

10 Step Roadmap to Create effective KM
Champions Networks















Ensure organisational leaders support knowledge champions initiative
Select people who are credible in the eyes of their peers as knowledge
champions
Be clear about their responsibilities – clear role description
Ensure representation from key functions & geographic locations
Arrange regular – monthly – get-togethers for the champions team team has to create a common purpose
Treat knowledge champions as key members of the departmental or
divisional team – involve them
Make sure that they are clear about the boundaries of their role
Train them in the basics of internal communication
Develop a knowledge champions’ “toolkit” : pro-formas & guidance
notes
Do not expect too much too soon (Source: Lee Smith, Foureighty Consultancy)

Knowledge Champions Exercise
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Meet in your groups and
 Discuss the informal and formal innovation
& knowledge champion roles which exist in
eThekwini
 Debate the need for formal innovation &
knowledge champion roles eThekwini
 Report back on your conclusions

DAY
THREE

OPTIONAL SESSION
CONDUCTING A KM AUDIT INTRODUCTION

Scoping the Knowledge & Information
environment
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Initiate a KM programme by conducting an audit to understand the
organization's KM maturity, its KM strengths & weaknesses and the
gaps in its knowledge & information resources & assets
Establish
 Impact of current KM practice (or lack of it) on organisation’s operation?
 What are the knowledge & information resources & needs of the
organisation / employees & how does knowledge & information flow?
 What knowledge & information already exists in the organisation?
 What gaps exist & what needs to be fixed?
 Whether the organisation’s culture, processes & systems are acting as
drivers/enablers, or barriers to good KM practice?

KM Auditing
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Strategic audit: implications for
enterprise competitive
advantage (strategy)

Compliance audit: implications for
corporate governance compliance with
legal, policy & standards requirements

M

M

Information resource mgt (libs/infocentres)

E

Records/Archive mgt

T

Document mgt (incl. workflow)

T

H

Information architecture/structure –Usability, findability, taxonomy,
metadata; Info quality (accessibility, integrity, currency, reliability)

H

Information security

D

Systems, networks, IT infrastructure

L

O
D
L
O

Publishing, portals and intranets, email, internet access

E

O

O

G

Knowledge practices: org learning - sharing, conversion, innovation;
trans org. knowledge networks, CoPs, IP mgt

G

Y

I&K values and behaviours of knowledge workers/staff

Y

Phased Audit Process Model
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Audit Objectives
Organisation’s strategy & performance (What? Why?)
Method, Techniques & Tools (How?)
Strategic Audit

Compliance assessment

Gap Analysis (How?)

Findings – Conclusions – Recommendations – Report
(What? How?)

Key Questions to Answer
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Who are the information/knowledge providers and users?



What are their typical information/knowledge roles?



Do they require training in information/knowledge skills?



What are the information/knowledge sources in use?



By whom are they used, how and why?



How much does it cost?



What are the benefits to the organisation?

Knowledge / Information Auditing
Process & Phases Framework
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Management
Management

Tension

Leadership
Leadership

Pre audit
(Diplomatic / Political)

Audit
(Research based)
Post audit
implementation

Change

Project

PHASES

Pre Audit Phase
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Audit Phase
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Post Audit Implementation Phase
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